RESUME

Owners of the first edition of this classic handbook know that no other book covers the functions and inner workings of electronic instruments as completely as the Electronic Instrument Handbook. Used by both experienced practitioners and newcomers alike, it provides authoritative and easy access to all aspects of measurement tools and technologies. Thoroughly updated, this edition covers not only all the newer types of instruments but also the major changes in instrument technology.

With contributions from leaders in both industry and academia, the Electronic Instrument Handbook starts with the building blocks of instruments and progresses through stand-alone instruments, instrument systems, and virtual instruments. It includes in-depth information on analog-to-digital conversion ... microprocessors in instruments ... lightwave technology ... VXI and other busses ... controllers ... user interfaces ... software in instruments ... and transducers.

This handbook is the only book that explains what each instrument is used for, how it works, how to choose the correct one for an application, and how to get the most out of it in use.
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Electronic Attitude Director Indicator (EADI). The EADI is an advanced version of attitude and electric attitude indicators previously discussed. In addition to displaying the aircraft’s attitude, numerous other situational flight parameters are displayed. Most notable are those that relate to instrument approaches and the flight director command bars. Annunciation of active systems, such as the AFCS and navigation systems, is typical. Now in an up-to-the-minute third edition, the bestselling Electronic Instrument Handbook, by top technical author Clyde F. Coombs, Jr. and over 30 leading experts, helps you design, select and operate conventional, virtual, and network-based electronic instruments. From calibration, traceability standards, data acquisition, transducers, analog-to-digital conversion, signal sources, processors and microprocessors, power supplies